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a b s t r a c t
Traditional nano-sized photocatalysts in powdery form suffer from difficulties in recyclability, and have
to be immobilized before practical applications. In this study, red phosphorous/silver (red P/Ag) sponge
monolith was discovered to be a new free-standing macroscale photocatalyst, which was fabricated by a
one-pot hydrothermal method without using any organic surfactants or templates for the first time. The
elemental red P not only functioned as a reducing agent in the formation of Ag sponge monolith during
the synthesis processes, but also as the active photocatalyst in-situ immobilized onto the Ag sponge. The
as-prepared red P/Ag sponge monolith showed enhanced photocatalytic activity than that of traditional
pure powdery red P by a factor of 3.1 times for organic pollutants (i.e. Rhodamine 6G, phenol) degradation under visible light irradiation. The enhancement was mainly attributed to the function of Ag sponge
served as good electron sink to trap photo-generated electrons. More importantly, such free-standing
macroscale photocatalyst can be easily recycled without activity deterioration. As a proof of concept, this
work provides new insights into not only for the development of red P-based elemental photocatalysts,
but also for the one-pot fabrication of novel free-standing macroscale materials with excellent photocatalytic activity for practical environmental applications.
Ó 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The development of highly efficient photocatalytic systems has
attracted enormous attention for environmental remediation
through photocatalytic elimination of toxic organic pollutants
and pathogenic microorganisms [1–3]. In the past few decades,
concrete progress in the photocatalyst design has been achieved
by nanostructure engineering, which results in a great number of
nanosized photocatalysts with remarkable activity, such as twodimensional (2D) nanosheets [4], 1D nanorods/nanotubes/
nanowires [5], and 0D quantum dots [6]. However, these photocatalysts are mostly in powdery form, which suffer from the difficulties in the recyclability due to the nanosized particles, resulting in
secondary environmental pollution and limited their practical
applications. Therefore, the nanosized photocatalysts need further
immobilization before the practical use. In this regard, semiconductor films immobilized onto various substrates (eg. FTO, ITO,
metal foils, etc.) have been extensively reported [7]. However,
when the powdery photocatalysts are immobilized onto macroscale substrates, the photocatalytic activity is often decreased to
one tenth of them due to reduced particle dispersion and low light
absorption [8].
Meanwhile, recent efforts to screen new visible-light-driven
(VLD) photocatalysts have paid much attention to elemental semiconductors, such as crystalline silicon (Si) [9], selenium (Se) [10],
a-sulfur (S) [11,12], b-rhombohedral boron (B) [13], red phosphorus (red P) [14,15] and black phosphorus [16]. These elemental
photocatalysts have unique advantages of simple structure,
earth-abundant and low costs due to large availability [17]. Among
those, red P has been received increasing attention in recent years
because of its high photo-stability (up to 90 h) and wide-spectral
response in VL region [14]. For example, Dang et al. fabricated Ni
(OH)2-modified red P that showed a 1.12-times higher photocatalytic activity for H2 evolution than that of pure red P within a wide
range of VL (up to 700 nm) [18]. Shen et al. also synthesized a single crystalline fibrous type of red P, which showed considerable
photocatalytic activity for degradation of Rhodamine B [19]. In
addition, red P-based composite photocatalysts have been
reported, such as red P/TiO2 [20] and red P/CdS [21]. Recently,
red P has also been combined with g-C3N4 and MoS2 to construct
binary or ternary composites, which exhibited enhanced photocatalytic activities for H2 evolution and CO2 reduction [22,23]. However, the development of red P-based photocatalyst is still in its
infancy, and the rapid recombination of photo-generated electrons
and holes usually leads to unsatisfactory photocatalytic efficiency
[24]. Moreover, the reported red P-based photocatalysts are all in
powdery form and unfavorable for recycling in practical
applications.
Therefore, it is crucial to immobilize red P onto macroscale substrates while maintain or enhance the photocatalytic activity. As
known, noble metal modification is one of the most important
strategies to improve photocatalytic performance of a catalyst
[25]. In addition, free-standing metal sponge monolith as a conductive material has been used extensively in electrochemistry [26],
heat dissipation [27] and biofiltration [28]. However, this kind of
material has never been reported as photocatalytst supports, since
the synthesis of self-supporting metal sponges (Ag or Au) is still a
challenging process and has been usually carried out by using dextran or Triton X-305 as a soft sacrificial template [29,30]. Therefore,
surfactant or template-free methods are highly desired for the synthesis of metal sponge. Among the noble metals, Ag has the highest
electrical conductivity, and can act as reservoirs for photogenerated electrons from excited semiconductor facilitating dioxygen reduction and charge carriers separation [31]. Therefore, Ag
sponge may be a promising candidate to be used as supports for
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the photocatalysts to construct macroscale materials with high
photocatalytic activity. Up to now, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no report about the synthesis of red P supported Ag sponge
photocatalys and their application in photocatalytic organic pollutant degradation.
Herein, a macroscale composite photocatalyst constructed from
free-standing Ag sponge monolith loaded with elemental red P were
synthesized for the first time. The formation of Ag sponge
and immobilizing of red P were achieved simultaneously in
one-step without using any organic surfactants or templates. The
as-prepared free-standing red P/Ag sponge monolith was characterized thoroughly by XRD, SEM, UV–Vis DRS and TG analysis. An interfacial liquid-solid reaction mechanism was proposed for the in-situ
formation of the free-standing red P/Ag sponge. The photocatalytic
activity and photo-stability was compared with powdery red P for
Rhodamine 6G and phenol degradation under VL irradiation.
Finally, the mechanism of enhanced photocatalytic activity was also
discussed, in which the Ag sponge supports play the crucial role in
determining the photocatalytic activity. To As a proof of concept,
this work not only provides a novel red P-based free-standing
photocatalysts, but also promotes the design and fabrication of
other macroscale photocatalysts for practical applications using
Ag sponge monolith as photocatalytic supports.

2. Experimental
2.1. Photocatalyst preparation
Commercial red P (99%, International Laboratory, USA) was
purified to remove surface oxides according to the literature [14].
Briefly, 2 g red P was dispersed in water and put into a Teflonlined stainless autoclave. The autoclave was heated to 200 °C and
maintained for 8 h. After the reaction, the solids were collected
and used as purified red P. AgNO3 (99%, Sigma–Aldrich) was used
as received without further purification. Red P/Ag sponge monolith
was fabricated with a simple one-step hydrothermal method without using any organics, as depicted in Fig. 1a. Typically, AgNO3 was
dissolved in 16 mL distilled water in a beaker. Then, a fixed amount
of purified red P (0.2 g) was added into the beaker under stirring.
The added amount of AgNO3 was 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 g for sample
S1, S2, S3 and S4, respectively. After ultrasonication for 15 min, the
mixture containing AgNO3 and red P was transferred into 20 mL
Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave and heated at 200 °C for
5 h. The vessels were cooled down to room temperature, and the
products with sponge-like monolith were collected and washed
thoroughly with distilled water. Finally, the products were
obtained after dried under vacuum condition at 55 °C.

2.2. Photocatalyst characterization
The as-prepared samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a Rigaku SmartLab X-ray diffractometer using Cu
Ka irradiation (k = 1.5406 Å). UV–visible diffuse reflectance spectra
(UV–vis DRS) of the products were obtained for the dry-pressed
disk samples using a Varian Cary 500 UV–vis spectrophotometer
equipped with a Labsphere diffuse reflectance accessory. The morphologies of the as-prepared sponges were examined by scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM, FEI, Quanta 400 FEG) equipped with
an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer. Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis was performed in N2 flow (20 mL/min) using a
Thermogravimetric Analyzer (Netzch STA 449C), and the samples
were heated from room temperature to 800 °C with a rate of
10 °C/min.
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3. Results and discussion

(a)

3.1. Characterization of red P/Ag sponge monolith photocatalysts

(b)

S1

S2

S3

S4

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the one-step synthesis of the macroscale red
P/Ag sponge monolith; (b) Photographs of the as-prepared red P/Ag sponge monolith.

Total organic carbon (TOC) analysis was conducted by autosampler ASI-V connecting to the TOC analyzer TOC-VCSH/CSN
(Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan). The determination of hydroxyl radicals was investigated through the photoluminescence
method [32]. The hydroxyl radicals were captured by terephthalic
acid (4  104 M in 2  103 M NaOH) to produce a fluorescent
product 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid, and then analyzed using a
Hitachi F-4500 fluorescence spectrophotometer with an excitation
wavelength of 320 nm.
2.3. Photocatalytic activity
The photocatalytic activities of prepared photocatalysts were
evaluated by measuring the degradation of Rhodamine 6G (R6G)
and phenol. In a typical measurement, the obtained red P/Ag
sponge monolith (0.5 g) was put in 20 mL of R6G (20 ppm) or phenol (20 ppm). The solution was kept in the dark for 6 h under mild
stirring to achieve the equilibrium adsorption. Then the suspension
was illuminated with a 300 W xenon lamp with a cutoff filter (k >
400 nm). The light intensity was fixed at 100 mW/cm2. The concentration change of R6G and phenol was monitored by measuring
the UV–vis absorption of the suspensions at regular intervals. The
maximum peak absorbance of R6G at 526 nm and phenol at 269
nm were used to determine its concentration according to the reference [33]. For recycling experiments, the used Ag/P sponge
monolith after washing was transferred to another run of R6G
solution easily by a stainless steel tweezer.

The phase structure of the as-prepared red P/Ag sponge monolith was characterized by XRD patterns. Three distinctive peaks at
38.1°, 44.2° and 64.4° were observed for all the samples. These
peaks match well with the (1 1 1), (2 0 0) and (2 2 0) crystal planes
of cubic Ag (JCPDS 04-0783), respectively. No extra peaks corresponding to Ag2O or Ag3PO4 were found, indicating the pure phase
of Ag sponges (Fig. S1). However, it should be noted that the elemental red P in the composite was amorphous and could not be
detected by XRD, which was in agreement with previous references [14,24], but its existence could be confirmed by UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectra, color of products and TG analysis, as
showed below. Fig. 1b shows the photographs of the as-prepared
samples, clearly demonstrating free-standing sponge-like morphology, which can be easily separated by a stainless-steel tweezer. It was found that the color of as-prepared red P/Ag sponge
changed from dark red to white when the weight ratio of AgNO3
to red P increased from 1 to 4 (from sample S1 to S4, respectively).
This is because, during the hydrothermal reaction, the red P
reduces Ag+ to Ag0, thus the Ag sponge monolith is produced with
the consuming of red P. Then, unreacted excess red P is loaded onto
the Ag sponge monolith. As the red P precursor is fixed to 0.2 g, the
increase of Ag+ will lead to the decrease of loaded red P, resulting in
the color changes from dark red to white. In a word, the freestanding red P/Ag sponge monolith takes Ag sponge as the photocatalyst support and red P as both the reducing agent and the
active photocatalyst, which is in-situ loaded onto the produced
Ag sponge monolith. The elemental red P was interstitial in the
Ag sponge to serve as the active photocatalyst.
The loading amount of elemental red P in the red P/Ag sponge
was determined by TG analysis method described in the previously
reported reference [24]. As shown in Fig. 2a, the weight percentage
of red P determined by weight loss from 350 °C to 650 °C was
around 31.4%, 23.7%, 5.3% and 0.03% for the sample S1, S2, S3
and S4, respectively. It should be noted that there is a weight
increase when the temperature rises from 380 °C to 600 °C. This
can be attributed to the oxidation of elemental red P, which was
also commonly reported in previous reference [34]. This characteristic weight increase peak confirmed the existence of elemental red
P in the composite photocatalyst. It was found that the sample S4
had almost no red P, indicating pure Ag sponge (purity > 99.97%)
could be synthesized by precisely adjusting the weight ratio of precursors. Therefore, the present method is also applicable for the
one-step fabrication of pure macroscale Ag sponges without adding any surfactants or templates.
Fig. 2b shows the UV–vis DRS spectra of the red P/Ag sponge
composite photocatalysts. The results found that the same amount
of samples (0.5 g) obtained at different AgNO3: red P ratio exhibited quite different UV–vis absorption abilities. It was clearly
observed that the pure red P powders exhibited light absorption
edge of 730 nm, corresponding to band gap energy of approximately 1.7 eV. Meanwhile, the pure Ag sponge (sample S4) exhibited very limited VL absorption. With the increase of red P loading
amount (from sample S3 to sample S1), the as-prepared red P/Ag
composite sponge exhibited enhanced VL absorption, due to the
VL absorption of red P. This result further confirms the successful
loading of red P onto the Ag sponges, and the loading amount of
red P follows the order of S1 > S2 > S3 > S4.
To understand the formation mechanism of the sponge monolith, time-dependent experiments were carried out on sample S4
and the SEM was used to characterize the morphologies. When
the hydrothermal time was 1 h, only powdery sample with large
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The Ag0 nanoparticles began to etch the surface and grow inside
the large particles of red P, as the growth of Ag particles could only
occur at the interface between aqueous Ag+ and solid red P, which
is also evidenced by SEM images as shown in Fig. 3a–c. During the
growth of Ag fibers, the Ag+ would continuously infiltrate into the
etched channel to provide Ag+ source. Then the Ag fibers grew and
etched through red P particles, causing the red P/Ag particle crack
into single Ag fibers if stopped at this phase with the hydrothermal
time of 4 h. This hypothesis agrees well with the SEM image in
Fig. 3d, and is supported by the fact that a mixture of red P/Ag
sponge monolith and cracked Ag microfiber powders were
obtained. The cracked Ag fiber was still covered by some red P species, as confirmed by EDX spot scanning in Fig. 3g. Subsequently,
with continuous Ag+ infiltration, some Ag particles would grow
on the trunk of Ag fiber and serve as seeds to grow branches, following the seed-induced nanowire growth mechanism as reported
in some references [35,36]. Finally, the residual red P was consumed, leaving the Ag sponge monolith consisting of interconnected Ag microfibers in the inner and aggregated Ag
nanoparticles on the surface of sponge monolith, which is confirmed by the SEM images in Fig. 3h and i. In the case of excess
red P (samples S1-S3), after the complete reduction of Ag+, the
unreacted red P would either cover Ag microfibers or locate at
the interspaces of Ag microfibers, resulting in the formation of
the free-standing Ag sponge monolith loaded with unreacted red P.
3.2. Photocatalytic activity of red P/Ag sponge monolith

Fig. 2. (a) Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis curves and (b) UV–visible diffuse
reflectance spectra (UV–vis DRS) of the red P/Ag sponge monolith with different
loaded red P.

particles of red P (50–100 lm) was obtained in Fig. 3a. A close look
at the surface of red P particles showed that small Ag nanoparticles
were embedded into the surface. With the time going on, the
embedded Ag nanoparticles grew and began to etch the surface
as shown in Fig. 3b. At the time of 3 h, many aggregated Ag particles were observed on the surface of red P, and some of them were
grown inside red P particles, as shown in Fig. 3c (marked with red
circle). EDX spot scanning confirms the substrate was P element
while the surface particles were Ag elements, as shown in Fig. 3e
and f. However, the obtained sample was still existed in powder
form at this stage. When further increasing the reaction time to
4 h, a mixture of sponge and powder was obtained. SEM and EDX
show that Ag fibers with several microns in diameter and hundreds
of microns in length were obtained (Fig. 3d and g). Finally, the freestanding sponge monolith was obtained when the time was
extended to 5 h. SEM observation in the inner of sponge shows that
the sponge was composed of numerous interconnected Ag fibers
with some branch structures (Fig. 3 h), while the SEM image on
the surface of sponge indicates that the surface was partially covered by aggregates of Ag particles (Fig. 3i, marked with red circle).
Based on the above observation, the whole growth process is
suggested to follow an interfacial liquid-solid reaction between
red P and AgNO3 aqueous solution, as shown in Fig. 4. Initially,
Ag+ was absorbed onto the surface of red P particles. During the
hydrothermal reaction, the absorbed Ag+ was readily reduced by
red P to produce Ag0 nanoparticles on the surface of red P (Eq. (1)):
þ
5Agþ þ P þ 4H2 O ! 5Ag þ PO3
4 þ 8H

ð1Þ

The photocatalytic activity of prepared free-standing red P/Ag
sponge monolith was first evaluated by the degradation of R6G
under VL irradiation. Fig. 5a shows the absorbance spectra of R6G
in the presence of sample S1 under VL irradiation as a function of
irradiation time. The absorption intensity of R6G at 526 nm
decreases gradually with the increase of the irradiation time, indicating the degradation of R6G. It is found that more than 82% of
R6G can be degraded within 180 min of VL irradiation, while no
degradation occurs under dark control (without light irradiation)
and light control (without photocatalysts) experiments. The TOC
concentration also decreases gradually, and the TOC removal efficiency reaches 55% during the reaction process (Fig. S2), indicating
the R6G is actually degraded instead of only decolored. To verify the
effectiveness of using Ag sponge as the supports of red P, further
control experiments were conducted by using the same loading
amount of powdery red P (0.16 g) as the reference photocatalyst.
As shown in Fig. 5b, the photocatalytic degradation efficiency of
R6G over powdery red P is much lower than of the red P/Ag sponges.
In addition, pure Ag sponge monolith (sample S4) shows only a little
photocatalytic activity. These results indicate the successful loading
and dispersion of red P in Ag sponge monolith can significantly
enhance the photocatalytic activity of red P under VL irradiation. It
is also found that the photocatalytic activities of the samples follow
the activity order of S1 > S2 > S3 > S4, which is consistent with the
loaded amount of red P, suggesting the active species in the composite photocatalyst is elemental red P.
It has been widely reported that the photocatalystic degradation process usually follows the pseudo-first-order kinetics [37–
41]. Therefore, to quantitatively understand the reaction kinetics,
the experimental data were fitted by applying pseudo-first-order
model as expressed by the Equation: In(C/C0) = kt, where C0 is
the equilibrium concentration of R6G after dark adsorption, C is
the R6G concentration remaining in the solution at irradiation time
t (min), and k is the apparent reaction rate constant according to
the references [42,43]. As shown in Fig. 6a, the plots of In(C/C0)
against the irradiation time (t) are nearly linear, indicating the fitting is quite well and the R6G degradation by red P/Ag sponge follows the first-order reaction. The apparent rate constant k was
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

(h)

(g)

(i)

Fig. 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the red P/Ag sponge monolith prepared by different reaction time: (a) 1 h; (b) 2 h; (c) 3 h (Inset: diameter distribution
of Ag particles) with (e, f) corresponding EDX spot scanning spectrum; (d) 4 h with (g) corresponding EDX spot scanning spectrum; (h, i) 5 h.

obtained and displayed in the inset of Fig. 4c. The k value of the red
P/Ag sponge monolith (sample S1) was determined to be 9.6 
103 min1 (R2 = 0.9969), which was approximately 3.1 times as
high as that of the powdery red P (k = 3.14  103 min1, R2 =
0.9754). In addition, the k value over the sample S2 (k = 6.44 
103 min1, R2 = 0.9927) with less loaded red P was also higher
than that of the powdery red P, further confirming the positive
effect of using Ag sponge as the photocatalyst supports. However,

sample S3 and S4 showed much lower photocatalytic rate constants (k = 2.17  103 min1 (R2 = 0.9984), and 7.67  104 min1
(R2 = 0.9940), respectively), due to very limited red P loading
amount and no intrinsic activity of Ag sponge supports. Moreover,
colorless phenol degradation was also conducted under the same
condition as the R6G degradation. The results show that approximately 60% of phenol can be degraded within 6 h over the red
P/Ag sponge (sample S1) under VL irradiation (Fig. S3).
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the formation mechanism of the red P/Ag sponge monolith.

Fig. 5. (a) UV–vis spectral changes of R6G in the presence of red P/Ag sponge
monolith (sample S1) as photocatalyst under visible light irradiation (k > 400 nm);
(b) Concentration changes of R6G at 526 nm as a function of irradiation time in the
presence of different red P/Ag sponges and powdery red P.

Fig. 6. (a) First-order kinetics of the photocatalytic degradation of R6G (Inset: first
order reaction constant k); (b) Cycling photocatalytic test of the red P/Ag sponge
monolith (sample S1) for the degradation of R6G under visible light irradiation.

More importantly, the free-standing macroscale red P/Ag
sponge monolith can be easily recycled in photocatalytic applications. After each cycle, the macroscale red P/Ag sponge monolith
can be easily taken out by a stainless steel tweezer and used for
another set of experiment. As shown in Fig. 6b, it is found that
the photocatalytic activity of red P/Ag sponge monolith do not sig-

nificantly decrease in the repeated test and the degradation efficiency can still reach 78% for the fifth cycle, indicating that this
new macroscopic photocatalyst of red P/Ag sponge monolith is
stable during photocatalytic reactions. The easy recycling of
macroscopic materials might facilitate the practical environmental
applications.
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3.3. Photocatalytic mechanism of the red P/Ag sponge monolith
To understand the photocatalytic mechanism, it is important to
identify the major reactive species that are responsible for the photocatalytic degradation process. Therefore, scavenging studies
were performed by adding different scavengers individually to
remove the corresponding reactive species, so that the function
of different reactive species can be understood based on the change
of degradation efficiency. As shown in Fig. 7a, with the addition of
isopropanol (IPA) as hydroxyl radical (OH) scavenger [44,45], the
degradation efficiency of R6G is significantly inhibited to only
approximately 34% after 180 min of VL irradiation, indicating that

OH is the major reactive species for the degradation of R6G. Meanwhile, the addition of benzoquinone as superoxide radical (O
2)
scavenger [46] can also significantly inhibit the degradation
efficiency, suggesting O
2 is also important for the degradation
process. In addition, it is found that the addition of oxalate as
photo-generated h+ scavenger [47,48] can lead to the moderate
decrease of the photocatalytic efficiency, suggesting h+ is also
involved in the photocatalytic degradation process. However, the
degradation efficiency was not changed when using Fe(II)-EDTA
as H2O2 scavenger [49,50], suggesting H2O2 is not involved in this
photocatalytic process.
To verify that the R6G was degraded by photocatalytic oxidation process instead of reduction process, the experiment was conducted under N2 purging to remove O2 and resultant oxygen
reactive species generated from the conduction band (CB) of the
semiconductor. As shown in Fig. 7b, the photocatalytic efficiency

Fig. 7. (a) Concentration changes of R6G at 526 nm as a function of irradiation time
in the presence of red P/Ag sponge monolith with different scavengers (5 mM
isopropanol, sodium oxalate, benzoquinone and Fe(II)-EDTA); (b) under N2 purging
with different scavengers.

is significantly suppressed under N2 purging, confirming that the
R6G is mainly degraded by oxidative species generated from CB
of the semiconductor. It is noted that there is still approximately
25% degradation under N2 purging, which may be attributed to
the direct h+ oxidation pathway [51,52]. To further confirm this
possibility, under N2 purging condition, oxalate is further added
to remove the h+, and the degradation efficiency is found to be further inhibited, suggesting the h+ is directly or indirectly involved to
produce OH at the valence band (VB). Meanwhile, the addition of
isopropanol as OH scavenger is found to have no effect on the
degradation efficiency under N2 purging condition, which indicates
the OH may not be generated from h+ at the VB. Therefore, there
results suggest that the OH is generated from the CB, while the
h+ is directly involved in the photocatalytic degradation process
of R6G. The generation and formation of OH radicals was further
confirmed by photoluminescence method according to the references [53]. As shown in Fig. 8, significant fluorescent signals are
generated upon VL irradiation of the red P/Ag sponge monolith.
In addition, the fluorescence intensities follow the order of S1 >
S2 > red P powders > S3 > S4, which are in agreement with the
photocatalytic degradation efficiencies of R6G as shown in Fig. 5b.
To further explore the intrinsic photocatalytic mechanisms, it is
crucial to understand the band positions of semiconductor photocatalysts. It has been reported that the electronic potential of the
CB of red P locates at 0.62 V vs. normal hydrogen electrode
(NHE) [54], and the VB of red P locates at +1.08 V vs. NHE. Mean

while, the redox potentials of O2/O
2 and OH/OH are located at
0.33 and +1.9 V, respectively, as reported by the references
[12,55]. Therefore, on the CB, the photo-generated e can be
trapped by O2 to produce O
2 , which subsequently transform into

Fig. 8. (a) Fluorescence emission spectral changes observed in the presence of red
P/Ag sponge monolith with visible light irradiation in a 4  104 mol/L terephthalic
acid and 2  103 mol/L NaOH (excitation at 320 nm); (b) Fluorescence emission
intensity at 426 nm against irradiation time in the presence of different red P/Ag
sponges and powdery red P.
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of the separation and transfer of photo-generated charges in the red P/Ag sponge monolith under visible light irradiation.


OH [56]. Therefore, the addition of O
2 and OH radical scavengers
can significantly inhibit the photocatalytic process, as shown in
Fig. 7a. However, on the VB, the energy of photo-generated h+ of
red P is not high enough to react with surface water or OH to produce OH radicals. Thus, the h+ is directly captured by surface
absorbed organic pollutant molecules leading to degradation, as
confirmed by the above h+ scavenging experiments under anaerobic condition (Fig. 7b).
Based on the above results, the proposed mechanism of photocatalytic degradation process is shown in Fig. 9. At first, the red P
absorbs photons and generates h+ and e at the VB and CB, respectively (Eq. (2)). Then, the photo-generated e migrates to catalyst
surface and transfers to the Ag sponge substrate to react with O2
 
to produce O
2 (Eqs. (3)). The O2 could further transform to H2O2
and OH through a series of reactions (Eqs. (4) and (5)) [56–58].

The O
2 and OH have strong oxidation ability and are responsible
for the decomposition of R6G molecules (Eq. (6)). The photogenerated h+ could also oxidize the R6G through a direct h+ oxidation mechanism [51,56]. The whole mechanism can be illustrated
through the following reactions:


þ

Red P ! Red Pðh þ e Þ

ð2Þ

e + O2 !  O2 

ð3Þ

O2  + e + 2Hþ ! H2 O2

ð4Þ

H2 O2 + e !  OH + OH

ð5Þ

O2  /  OH / hþ + R6G ! CO2 + H2 O

ð6Þ





It is generally acknowledged that the photocatalytic activity of a
semiconductor is intrinsically governed by the photo-generated
e-h+ separation, especially for narrow-band semiconductor whose
charge recombination is more easily to occur, such as red P. In red
P/Ag composite sponge, the significant enhancement in the photocatalytic activity can be ascribed to the synergistic effects of Ag
sponge and loaded red P. On one hand, Ag microfibers in the
sponge are expected to serve as electron sink, which produce a

Schottky barrier at the interface between Ag supports and loaded
red P, facilitating the capture and quick transfer of photoexcited
electrons from red P to Ag microfibers under VL irradiation
[59,60]. On the other hand, Ag has the highest electron conductivity than that of all metals. The presence of Ag microfibers can facilitate fast and long-distance electron transport, and the fast
interfacial charge transfer further suppresses the recombination
of electron-hole pairs, which is similar to the role of graphene with
high electron conductivity in graphene-based photocatalysis, as
reported in the references [43,61–63]. Moreover, the highly porous
texture of the sponge monolith may increase the photoscattering
and absorption of visible light, and serve as transport paths that
benefit the pollutant molecules to approach the reactive sites on
the framework walls of the photocatalysts.

4. Conclusion
In summary, a free-standing macroscale photocatalyst based on
red P/Ag sponge monolith has been synthesized for the first time,
by a facile one-pot hydrothermal method without using any surfactants or templates. The elemental red P not only functioned as
a reducing agent to form Ag sponge monolith, but also as active
photocatalyst to in-situ load onto Ag sponge to construct a novel
free-standing macroscale photocatalyst. The photocatalytic activity
of red P for the degradation of R6G under visible light irradiation
could be improved by at least 3.1 times after loading onto Ag
sponge monolith. The enhancement was mainly attributed to the
function of Ag sponge serving as electron sink to trap photogenerated electrons, and the excellent electron conductivity of Ag
microfibers, which facilitates the photo-generated e-h+ separation
and transportation, respectively. Furthermore, such free-standing
sponge can be easily recycled, with good photocatalytic stability.
As a proof-of-concept, this work provides new insights into not
only for the development of red P-based elemental photocatalysts,
but also for the design and fabrication of novel and efficient recyclable macroscale materials with excellent photocatalytic activity
for future practical applications.
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